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1. BACKGROUND OF SMALL SCALE WORKSHOPS IN JAPAN
The Japanese government has been recognizing Social Welfare Corporations

as the fictitious persons with highest public benefit for welfare services in
Japan, and authorizing the Social Welfare Corporations to carry out the
welfare services exclusively.
In the field of social welfare, institutions for disabled persons operated by
Social Welfare Corporations（hereinafter referred to as “judicial institutions”）
had been regarded as major institutions in charge of welfare services for them.
And so far the greater part of budget had been appropriated for these judicial
institutions.

Based on this background, particularly since 1970 many Social Welfare
Corporations have established their welfare institutions in various parts of
Japan. This, however, as a result, pulled disabled persons away from their
local community, and kept them isolated in the place for living exclusively for
them.
It is true that this fulfilled their parents’ dearest wish that disabled persons’
daily lives are secured even after the parents’ death.

At the same time, however, this did not fulfill disabled persons’another wish
that they wanted to live in their local community as a result.
In addition to these, local governments did not give approval to establish and
operate the institutions for disabled persons except for Social Welfare
Corporations.
This constituted a limiting factor of having wide skirts of social welfare
services, and not only induced chronic shortage of these kinds of institutions.

The judicial institution-centered policy brings down unfavorable social
problems that it causes many unwanted disabled persons after graduating
from schools for the disabled. This becomes absolutely divorced from reality,
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and deviates from disabled persons’ and their families’ needs, perception and
thought.

Under a critical situation that disabled persons can find no course open to
them after graduating from their schools, even if they wish to find their jobs
with able-bodied persons and/or enter the institutions, many disabled
persons themselves, their families and supporting volunteers who think that
“We can not leave our children unattended in our family”, “We do not like our
children unattended in our family”, or “I don’t like to be left unattended in my
family” voluntarily assembled in community centers and parks to discuss this
serious problem.
This kind of meeting has developed into a movement that not depending on

help from local governments and judicial institutions, disabled persons
establish their own places/institutions to live,work and cope with their lives in
their local communities by themselves.
Namely, disabled persons and their families, supportive nurse-teachers and
volunteers get together, and they started to establish Small Scale Institutions
in their local community where 5 to 10 disabled persons gather together and
work by renting private houses and shops, or opening their own houses to the
public.
These kinds of institutions are called as Small Scale Workshops （hereinafter
referred to as “workshops”）.

In particular, since 1981, the International Year of Disabled Persons, the
concept of Normalization made them awareness-raising, and number of
disabled persons and their families who want to live and work in their local
communities where they are born and bred was increased, and the trend to
establish workshops expanded more and more.

However, these workshops were absolutely not supported by the Japanese
government because these were established by disabled persons by
themselves and/or their families and volunteers neglecting local legal system
and welfare policy without government’s permission.

On the other hand, local governments that are more closely related to local
residents can not flatly ignore the appearance of these workshops at all, and
they gradually extend a helping hand to support the establishment and their
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operation and management.
At the same time, this change made the considerable gap of support between
local cities

2. FUNCTION AND WORK OF SMALL SCALE WORKSHOPS
As described the above, the establishment of workshops had been carried

out nationwide.  As a result, there are a wide variety institutions that cover
various needs and functions such as working based on welfare, training
before starting actual work, nursing care, meeting place in the daytime, place
for cultural activities and so on in various regions.

However, different from the juridical persons, most of all these workshops
had not been established to have specific functions such as reclamation,
vocational aid and others in mind from the beginning of their establishment.
As mentioned earlier, most of all workshops had been established how to deal
with disabled persons who could not find out and/ or decide their own courses
after graduating from schools for disabled students, from a historical angle.
Therefore, the functions and activities required for each workshop were
decided depending on many different and specific factors, classification of
disabilities, level of disabilities, basic thoughts of the establisher and special
local conditions at each community and so on.
What is most important for workshops is to solve problems resulting from

each specific need.
Thus it can be said that this is the fundamental difference between juridical
institutions established for specific purposes and required to be based on
original ones by governments between workshops.
In short, it means that workshops cover everything just like jack of all

trades.
Such a flexibility at workshops must be their vital importance of existence.
Workshops have various functions like these as institutions
community-based ones for their users, and have flexibility in their activities.
At the same time, some sort of work has been done at most of all workshops.
Because, it is needless to say that when once people get together or try to
assemble others, people can’t slob around all day long without an aim there.
People will try to do something and /or work as a necessary consequence.
This is the reason why the institutions that were voluntarily established by

disabled persons, their families and volunteers are named “workshops”.
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However, there is a big difference between what disabled persons work and
what able-bodied persons.
The severer the disability is, the more the limitations for working by disabled
persons will be. And it must be almost impossible to prepare working places
for disabled persons according to the same basis of value as able-bodied
persons or evaluate working results of disabled persons, because the ability
of disabled persons and ways of working based on the ability are of great
variety.
If there are ten disabled persons, there will be ten different levels of disability,

and different capability for working based on them just as different as their
fingerprints.

It must be very fortunate for disabled persons to work at workshops with
great flexibility.  For example, a bedridden person could work by pushing
buttons of a sewing machine, and persons with mild disabilities could
assemble many components on a production line. By taking such a way, and
considering various working styles of disabled persons, many different styles
for working are created.
As mentioned above, inventive working conditions have been created with

disabilities in mind at workshops.
It means that their working is not only for earning their bread and butter but
for encouraging their social participation, living an independent life and
feeling to be a member of community by generating a sense of values for
working.  Based on this sense of value, workshops have different criteria to
evaluate working results by disabled persons from that of the general public.
In particular, wages as compensation of working are named as “labor

charges” that is unique for welfare institutions and different from the general
public, and had been paid to disabled persons.
Criteria to pay “labor charges” is not depending on what is called market
principles and /or labor regulations applied to common workers but at each
workshop’s discretion that is based on various and arbitrary factors which
are different from abilities of disabled persons such as each history of
workshops, incorporator’s sense for disabled persons and their working
together with kinds of working and amount of earnings.

This caused workshops keeping the labor charges at lower level without
revising, because at workshops there is less motivation to improve working
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performance as much as possible, and pay more labor charges to workers just
like enterprises.
In other words, the concept to emphasize disabilities has caused unfavorable

situation that it sometimes gives an excuse for the lower productivity due to
disabilities, and not to be so aggressive to improve productivity.
At present, typical averaged wage at workshops is less than 10,000 yen（USD

87）per month.  This is lower than 1/12 of minimum wages established by the
Japanese government.  And most of all workshops are content with their
current status.

3. CURRENT STATUS OF WAGES FOR DISABLED PERSONS AND
PIONEERING EFFORT

There are about 250 workshops for about 2,000 disabled persons in Chiba
where I am managing our institution, “ OLIVE HOUSE ”.
Unfortunately the supporting systems by local governments have been
running late due to their less interest for workshops.
Therefore, preparation of workshops has been tending to be late, and the
management has been seriously embarrassed in general.
As to the wages for disabled persons working as workers, the averaged

monthly wages at workshops across the nation are about 7,500 yen（USD65）
（surveyed by a leading liaison meeting in Japan as of 2003）.
In Chiba, the monthly averaged wages are 8,700 yen（USD76）as of 2004.
Even though this is a bit higher than the nationwide average, it shows that

disabled persons have been working at such a considerably lower wages.
The table below draws a comparison between results of the survey conducted
by another industrial liaison meeting committee in 1993 and Chiba municipal
government in 2004 respectively. As can be seen in the table, even if a little
increase of wages is recognized, however, at the same time there was actually
no change for other items even after 11 years from the previous survey in 1993.
This suggests that if they stick tirelessly to the same old work for year after
year, it must be almost impossible for them to expect the wage raise.

Item to be Surveyed 1993 2004

Ratio of workshops where the
monthly wages of the users is not
higher than 20,000 yen (UDS174).

83% 74%
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Ratio of workshops where the
monthly wages of the users is
50,000 yen (USD435) and more.

6.3% 6.9%

Averaged annual income by
working at workshops

53 % is 2 million
yen
（USD17,390） or
less.

1,870,000 yen
（USD 16,260）

Contents of work as contract shops * Components
assembly

* Product
packing in
bags or sacks

* Preparation of
paper boxes

* Components
assembly

* Product packing
in bags or sacks

* Preparation of
paper boxes

Contents of work developed by
themselves

* Cookie making
* Making

handicraft
items

* Job of farming

* Cookie making
* Making

handicraft items
* Job of farming

The above situation is very common nationwide. Thus it can be hardly
said that workshops have accomplished the sufficient functions for
disabled persons as their favorable workplaces.
The above reason is attributable to following backgrounds. Namely,

1. Instructing staff and managers may have been regarding their workshops
as not the workplace where disabled persons work but the place for various
activities in the daytime, and working is just one of activities.

2. Instructing staff do not always have enough skills and/or technique to
improve productive ability.

3. Necessary funds can not be gotten, even if capital investment plans are
made to enhance productivity.

4. Support from local governments to enhance productivity was not granted
at all.

5. Workshops can not usually refuse the severely disabled persons to use
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their institutions. Thus it will actually impede the working efficiency with
a mixed working team of slightly and severely disabled perons.

Currently, however, some workshops that have succeeded to improve the
functions as desirable workplaces, and increase the wage and salary have
come into existence in Chiba.
The followings are a couple of such cases.

【CASE 1】
A workshop that improved their productivity by making the most use of
volunteers’ help
From the beginning “ OLIVE HOUSE ” had not been supported by local
governments.  So they asked volunteers in local community to help them,
and by applying volunteers’ various skills to their work, they made and sold
cookies and cakes.  This served as the driving force to increase their revenue.
They are paying the monthly wages of 40,000 yen（USD 348）on average.

【CASE 2】
A workshop is producing inventive products, and increasing revenue.
“GINGASHA” is in corporation with a private enterprise that has been
developing a fine-mesh net to cover garbage bags to keep crows from pecking
them open, and insects, and is producing with special sewing machines,
selling them as their own brand-name products to local governments.
They achieved the monthly wages of 40,000 yen（USD 348）on average.

【CASE 3】
A workshop that focuses on sales activities, and increases their revenue.
“NPO SUPPORT NET NAGAREYAMA” has been carrying out the following
activities to increase their revenue.

1. Selling vegetables and processed food
2. Selling as an agent for products made by other workshops
3. Selling recycled products
4. Operating teahouse, and selling snacks and packed lunch
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They have been focusing to a wide range of sales activities rather than
production.  Particularly for vegetables, they have been decreasing the risk of
sales activities by making a contract with local farmers to return goods that
were left unsold.
They are paying the monthly wage of 29,000 yen（USD 252）on average.
Source: A survey report for forming networks to increase earning power at

workshops

4. TO ENHANCE THE FUNCTIONS OF WORKSHOPS AS WORKPLACES
FOR DISABLED PERSONS
It is absolutely necessary for us to get rid of low wage, and enhance of the

functions of workshops as workplaces for disabled persons.
To achieve this, it is required to change the thinking of instructing staff and
managers thinking that “Our workshop is not workplace where disabled
persons work but the place for various activities in the daytime, and working
is just one of activities”.
Such a way of thinking is the most negative factor to constitute a limiting of
increasing wage.
It is true that workshops had been having a wide variety of functions based

on disabled persons’ needs as described above.
However, at the same time, I wonder that the wage problem had been laid
aside to solve or improve by giving an excuse for these functions.
It is also true that achieving higher revenue and paying higher wages for
disabled persons must be considerably tough problem.
Thus such an effort must be tiresome for staff. They may make an excuse

that earning money should be done by enterprises not by Social Welfare
Institutions, and are apt to choose an easy way of nursing care, cultural
activities, recreation and so on.
It is, however, even for disabled persons absolutely insane to work at a low-

paying job less than 10,000 yen （USD 87）per month.
And it is obvious that this should not be socially accepted.
In recent years many people including disabled persons got started to insist on
bring up the irrationality of low wage.
Administrative authorities are not only subsidizing to workshops but making
a study on enhancing the function of workshops as workplace for disabled
persons and increasing the wage as their policy issue.
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In Chiba prefecture, NPO Chiba Working Promotion Center for Disabled
Persons （hereafter referred to “ Promotion Center ”）was established under
local government’s initiative in 2005.
The Promotion Center provides training services to improve staff’s
awareness-raising and bookkeeping that is usually difficult for staff to deal
with, and joint sales of products, joint acceptance of orders from businesses
and so on.
Thanks to this effort, number of workshops that have an aspiration for

raising their wage is increasing now.
As can be seen in three examples of pioneering workshops, it must be a key
factor to develop inventive products and extend market to increase their
revenue.
Thus it is also required to create a network between workshops and set up a

partnership with businesses.
To accelerate this, it is strongly required for local governments to provide
necessary services.

We are sincerely expecting that inventive products are developed at many
workshops, extending market and partnership with businesses are improved
and sales revenue together with wage for disabled persons rise substantially
with the aid of local governments in near future.


